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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

Contributing factors for battered women
returning to abusive relationships in the
Twin Cities Area in 1995

Kimberly Holleschau
Spring 1996

The economic status of women impacts their ability to leave abusive

relationships. A qualitative and quantitative methods survey was used to gather
data from residential program directors of battered womens shelters in the

metro area detrning their experiences in the field of domestic violence.
Using
measures of central tendency and interpretation of themes to evaluate
the data.
507c stated that economic dependence and a lack of resources, including

financial. were the main reasons women stayed. In shelters providing housing
alternatives. 58Vo of battered women utilized that resource. It is necessary to
improve state and federal policies and shelter programming to make more

readily available the resources to victims of domestic violence in order to secure
their economic independence.
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[. II\ITRODUCTIOIY
"lr take-s superhuman ability for women ro
cope

* ith rhe dangers ro rhemselves and to their children

w'ith rhe mental and emotional contlicts

they

c,xperience daily. and with the physical and
psy'chological injuries repearedly inflicted on them',
tUcko. 1991, p. -lt4).

According to Davis and Hagen

(I

gg2), Gutierrez ( lgg7),
Mclr{eety and

Simpson ( 1987). Egley ( 199 I ), and Edleson ( l gg l domestic
abuse, or more
),

specifically wife abuse' has become a social problem demanding
attention.
Although wife abuse has existed for centuries, the feminist
movement of the
1960's changed this issue into a raging social problem.
The lg70's were a
turnin-9 point for battered women in that services and
resources became more

readily available to victims of wite abuse. It was at this time
the first shelters
opened in the United States providing rvomen safety
from their abusers

(Edleson, 199 I and Kramer, 1990). The explanations
of the abuse started
focusing on a societal level rather than an individual level (Bowker,
lgg3,

Davis and Hagen, Lggz, Gutierrez, lgg7, and Martin, l97g).

Historical Overview
In the early 1900's, woman battering was defined as "any physical act
of violence directed at a woman by her intimate partner" (Edleson, lggl).
Immediate, short-term support was provided to a woman and her children.
Counseling was rarely an option. However, Edleson (1991) further commenrs

that as early as l9?7. women were choosing options such
as divorce.
separation. and orders tor protection to escape their abusive
situations.

Violence between spouses has been and continues
to be seen as

a

prir"ate matter between the couple. In the past. no one
had the authority to

intertere in that relationship and laws did not exist unril the
mid l970,s [o

allow law enforcement officers to interyene in the mantal relationship
(Borkowski and Murch, 1983 and Kramer,

lg90).

During the lare l9g0,s.

as

domestic abuse was being recognized in the United States as a problem
affecting many families, laws were changing to meet the needs of the victims.
The definition of domestic violence was changing too, to include more
aspects of abuse- Hamlin (1991)and Edleson (1991) agreed that violence

against women was a means for men to maintain dominance in patriarchal
a
sociery including physical , emotional, and psychological abuse on women.

The patriarchal society in which we live reinforces this view thus
enabling the problem to continue. Society, along with a suggestive media,
portrays women as complete and fulfilled only when they are married

(Kramer, 1990 and Turner and Shapiro, 1986). Society has developed
norrns
that bar women from escaping an abusive relarionship. "Throughout history,
men have dominated women politically. economically, and socially" (Kramer,
1990, p.

55). Women have been unable to achieve equality. Equality is

hindeled by the expected roles males and females are
ro play within our
socienl,

ivlarriase unites two people who commit to traditional gender
roles and

expectfd behaviors while torming the marital relationship. Women
rake on
the responsibiliry for the well-being and emotional srare of the
family unit.
I

They are the peacemakers (Kosof, 1994, Prescott and Letko, Lg77,nd
Ucko.
199 I

I i fne sense of lack of privacy and failure compounds

becomes so vulnerable that her ability to make decisions

for

unril rhe woman
her

life

is

I

jeopardized. At this point, the woman is drawn
turther into a sense of
helplessness. To save face, the woman enables the abusive
behavior by
l

keeping the situation within the private boundaries of the marital
relationship
(Turnerluno Shapiro, 1986 and Ucko, 199 1). Because
of these roles and
expectations, Prescott and Letko (1977) state "women who
have accepted

traditiorial responsibility for the success of their marriage may experience
sense

a

ot guilt when their marriage leads to violence,, (p.74-:5). This guilt
l*

provideg an explanation as to why numerous cases of domestic
abuse go
unreported.

Dom

Abu

Sta

Every 15 seconds a woman is beaten and the injuries sustained in
domestic abuse incidents claim 20?o of the emergency room visits made
by
females (Kosof,
of, 1994). Carpenter ( lggj
1985) states ttrat one in ren wives during

-l

their rharriase are abused and one in twenty are abused more than tw,ice.
These statistics are only estimates due to the fact they are based solely
on
T

1-

reportbd incidents (Bowker. 1983, Carpenrer, 1985, Gelles

I 9-+

, lg71, and Kosof.

lvlany incidents go un-reported because domestic violence is a pnvate,

persorlal issue to the people involved. The violent behaviors usually take
place

1n

the home, so there are no witnesses. Or worse yet, the witnesses are

the children. Quite possibly, this silence makes the abuse go forever
undetected

The majority of victims are emotionally abused rarher than physically.

However' physical abuse is more appilrent because of the visual evidence. A
lack o physical proof makes emotional abuse much more difficult to detect

(Yegidls, 1988). Emotional abuse is as damaging ro the victims as physical
abuse, but'

in

1976 when studies began on domestic abuse issues, Gelles

(lg7?) ifounO that domestic violence was the major cause of physical injury to
women. One third of all women expenence some form of physical abuse.
Bowken ( 1983) later found that as many as 50vo of divorce cases in the United
States have underlying domestic abuse issues.
I

eC

ti

of Servic

Resou

Because of the statistics of domestic abuse, services were being

implemented to assist the victims beginning in the 1970's. Over 70To of
abu sed w omen
I

returnto their situation and 50qo leave more than once

(Carpenter. 1985. Kosof. rgg4. and rurner and shapiro.
r9g6t. services

\&,ere

needed to offer protection and choices tor these female victinns.
-.1

Itn

197

l. the country's first "'hotline" was set up in St. paul, Minnesota.

This hqtline was designed to provide women who were victims of domestic
abuse

*ith

immediate resources to protective ,supportive, legal, and medical

services and information (steinman, lgg l ). On a larger service spectrum,

limited shelters were emerging in both California and Minnesota.
i

1rn* first battered women's shelrer was created

in

1971 in England. The

shelter. known as the Chiswick House, functioned as an advice center for
women suffering from marital problems (United Nations,

than

lggg). Today, more

shelters exist in the United States providing services to women

15

of

domestlc abuse in areas such as securing safety, employment, support
counseling, and housing.

Puroo se of the tudv
L

flhen female victims utilize shelter services, Stmbe

and Barbour

I

( 1993 ) fip und

that at intake

13 To

of the women reported that they intend to

return to their home and the abuser. [n a six to ten week follow-up, 60To of
those w

en returned to their abuser. "Usually when a woman goes to a

shelter

r the first time, she will return home...because she still loves him..."

(Kosof,

994,

p.74). To increase the chances of

these victims finding safety

tor themselves and children, the factors that lead them back must be

o

determined- Several f actors aftect whether women will retum to
their abusrve
situations. Not onl-v'do the personal

aspecr.s

affect their decisions to leave. hut

the norms and eKpectations of society intluence their decisions.
The literature

outlines manv obstacles which l'ictims must overcome to enaLlle them to leave
abusive relationships. This project
make the victims return.

will examine what the factors are rhat

[I. LTTERATURE REVIEW
lover 7}vc of abused women return to their abusive relationships and
many ieturn up to seven times betore making perrnanent plans to
leave

(Carpenter' 1985 and Kosof, 1994). The literature states
that women rerurn to
their adurire relationships for many reasons. Reasons include low selfeS

eem i a lack of financial security, and a need to maintain the
family unit.

Empha s is surrounding three main areas was found. "'Women
remain with
abusers because of psychological, economic, and social reasons" (Kosof,
I

994. p 24)- Self-esteem issues affect the victim at a very personal
level

deterri n-q her from leaving to maintain her own sense of self and happiness.
Social nlorms and roles discourage wives from ending their marriage
or
I

breakins uo the family. Lastly, economics plays a major part in trapping
ir

victims in their abusive relationships because of the low economic
status of
l

women ln our society.
I

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Gplles (1972) defines the sructural theory of violence as "asserting that
one shouil d

find more

violence among tamilies who are in lower social

I

posl tionsl because they suffer more frustrations and blocked goals than do

families n the higher rungs of the social ladder" (p. l z0). This may be true in

that ta ilies of lower social status do tend to have more social
t'rustrations.
especla lv economically. within our hierarchical

authors

society. However, several

ppose this theory stating domestic violence can be tound
in any

culture. at anY social level, and at any economic level. Domestic violence

favontism to race, ethnicity, or class (Davidson and Jenkins, Iggg,

shows

Egley, I 991. schutte. Malouff, and Doyle, lggg, and shepard and pence,
artin ( 1978) states it

1988 ).

soclety

is "the socialization of women and men in our

the assignment of women to inferior roles that keep them

econom ally dependent and make women vulnerable to abuse by the
men

with wh m they live" (p. I I 1 ). And, this socialization occurs at every level
and in

e

ery ethnic group in our society.

T ese roles and society's view of women are based on historical
attitudes toward women (Martin, lg78 and rurner and shapiro,

l9g6).

These

attitudes are the basis of our culture. Gelles (1,972) states the cultural
theory of
domestic violence suggests that in certain groups and/or cultures, there
are
norTns tha

t approve of violence rather than find it deviant behavior. In the

United St ates, domestic violence is culturally unacceptable, and laws prohibit

it while a :tempung to protect women against violence in their homes and
personal r elationships. These roles and norms must be challenged in order
for

men to talie responsibility for their actions and domestic violence, and for
soclety to

ze that domestic abuse is a social pioblem (Shepard,

l99l).

q

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
Women are at an emotional disadvantage when involvecl in
a violent
re

lationship. The-v live in constant fear for their lives and the
lives of their

ch

ildren

NIanv female victims are tearful to stay with he perpetrator,
but

overridden with guilt at the thought of ending their marriage
and breakrng up
the family (Ucko. l99l

).

The ability to see survival outside rhe abusive

relationsllip does not appear feasible, although in reality, it may
be the best and
satest choice (Schutte, Malouff, and Doyle, lgBB and Ucko,

lggl).

I

Beicause

of the love she continues to feel for her husband, a wife will

believe her husband will change. There has been too much time invested
in
I

the relati{nship and family to walk away (Gelles,

tgll, Strube and Barbour.

1993, and Teger, 1980). She definitely wants the abuse to
stop so she

will

carry withi her this hope that with her patience and help,he can and will
1

chan-Ee

(A-guirre, 1986, Bowker, 19g3, Kosof, 1g94, and walker,
l97g).

The Cvcld of Violence
I

A

rna";or component

of women remaining in the violent relationship or

continuingl to return to it, is she gets caught up in the cycle of violence. This
cycle op*t{r.s in three parts. The escalation phase is when rhe tension begins
l

ro build between the couple. At the explosion phase, the abusive behaviors
are
acted on

,o[u*d the victim. The last phase of the cycle, known as the
I

honeymootl phase, consi3ts of the perpetrator seeking forgiveness and
a

i0

reconciliatron. tollowed by promises it will never happen again (Bowker. lgg3
I

and Carpenter.

1985) tt is difficult to break the cycle

somet lmes provl de a psycholo-Eical secunty for rhe

because ir can

victim. when a couple is

causht i i, this cycle, there are certain charactenstics and behaviors portrayed
I

by the abuser that become routine. The familiarity provides a sense of comfort
ro the wdman. although she knows the abuse is fast approaching.
Battered women who are awa.re of this cycle and want out, can usually

find a way to escape dunng the tension phase. For women less witling to
leave,

thiy may try to escape after the violent episode. However,

at this point,

she has usual ly expenenced some form of physical harm or emotional abuse.

If the w !man stays for the duration, the abuser will try to reconcile, out of his
own guilp. During this reconciliation, the abuser will apologize, buy gifts, and
attempt t[ strengthen the bonds of love agaln. This hone ymoon phase causes
the bond to strengthen and it becomes difficult for the wife to leave.
stays, th e cycle

If

will only repeat itself (Bowker, I983, Carpenter, 1985,

she

and

I

w a Iker I 978).

The victim's selt-esteem is somewhat restored as the

happi NCSS and tranquillity of the family resumes.

m Issues

Low self-esteem causes many women to stay with their perpetrators.
Because

I f the loss of control these women feel (Berk, Irlewton, and Berk,

1986 and Shepard, 1991), their self-esteem is never

fully intact. She feels

il
responsiQle for the family unit. especially for the care of the children; how
can
she walk out on them? It was a challenge to manage a two parent home.
Now

the mother

will be faced with the challenges of raising

rhe children on her own

while deqling with the issues of being a victim of domestic viole,ngs. These
challenges can cause a woman to fall into an area of self-doubt, low self-

worth' anp low self-esteem. These characteristics will then hinder her ability
to make the judgment to leave (Hamlin, 1991, Kosof , lgg4, prescott and

Letko. 1977, Strube and Barbour, 1984, and Turner and Shapiro, l986).

Tht woman

does not feel she can ever be totally independent (Walker.

1978). Therefore, her fear of independence is based on several considerations
such as religion, length of relationship, previous separations from the partner,

if children

are involved, and

if she still loves him (Kosof, tgg4 and Schurte,

Malouff.arrld Doyle, I gBB).
ResourceJ
Wopnen can receive counseling at battered women's shelters to increase
I

their self-esteem. Counseling and support groups may offer ways to improve
their self-eSteem. With the emotional support of family and friends, a victims

self-worth lcan be restored to what it once was. As self-esteem improves,
i

too, do the opportunities for them in decision making (Aguirre, 1986 and
Strube and lBarbour, 1984, 1993). Kosof (1994) finds rhar afrer a woman
I

iiiJ

IiIi!JirI

so

2

returns to her home from a shelter, with continued counseling, "she returns

with a nf w perspecrive...rhe gurs to say srop" (p. 75).
Even thou-gh many women will not seek help until they have
experienbed severe physical abuse, (Carpenter, 1985, Prescott and Letko,

l9ll,onp

Strube and Barbour, 1984) or the abuse exrends to rheir children,

Strube and Barbour ( 1984) found "despite frequent and severe physical
violence,i a substantial percentage of abused women choose to remain with

their ass4ilants" (p.837).

SOCIAL FACTORS

A lwoman's self-esteem has already been damaged from within her own

family. It[ow she must handle the reactions of extended family, friends,
neighborsl, as well as her community,

children

alre

if she decides to leave the home. tf

involved, she does not want to leave without them, as doing

so,

I

could labdl her as neglectful (Gelles, 1972, 1977). Taking the children with

,l

her may ufid to her economic and emotional struggle in becoming independent.

Women in our Society
Sodial processes and views of domestic violence are rooted in he

historical attitudes of society toward women (Edleson, 1991, Martin, 1978,
I

I

and Turner and Shapiro, 1986). Women are viewed and portrayed in the

l_1

media ad being fulfllled only when they are married and raising a family.
I

Wives and mothers must keep the peace and emotional balance within the

family. This pressure and responsibility to conform makes it difficult for the
vrctrm t ; leave. In leaving, the problem of the abuse becomes public, even
1

within her own family system. She does not want to

be

judged by her family

and frienldr. For her, it is a heavy burden to weigh the advantages and

disadvanlages of conforming to society's expectations as a wife and mother, or

being safe.
I

The rigid gender roles created within our society also cause

a

predicament for victims wanting to escape the abuse. Females are taught to be

non-ass*ftir*, caretakers, accepting of others, and loving. Males, on the other

hand, are taught to be strong. tough, and assertive. Women are to take care of
the famil

rnen are to provide for the

family. It is these very roles that can

lead men to abusive behaviors (Shepard, 1991). It is difficutt within our

society
,l t{. me, to live up to what they expect of themselves in terms of
managing the family and providing for the family's well-being.

Social Rgsources
Relsources are lacking for mothers and their children who are victims

of

I

domestic violence. Areas in need of greater support are economic, legal,
L

medical, {nd spiritual. The resources available today in these areas are heavily
male, espgcially legal and medical. It is sometimes quite difficult for women

l-1

to discuss their private and personal issues within their family and homes with
men

I

nq rofessional support roles. They fear they won't be understood

(Bow k-.l , 1983. Gelles, 19J7, Prescott and Letko, l97g, shepard,
Iggl).
Gell ES

972) points out that women feel trapped in their relationship because

(

societal t*rnu..es are not available to provide them independence. "The help
and support which might be expected from police, lawyers, clergy and
relattves

lare

insufficient to meet the needs of women" (prescott and Letko,

I

1978. p. 75).

Battering is the major cause of injury to women in the United Stares,
and manlv women with severe injuries are seen in hospital emergency rooms.

t

How everf medical professionals are lacking the skills to detect signs of
domestic abuse (Hamlin,

lggl

and

Kosol lg94). Medical staff need the

skills to better assist these victims while they are in the temporary safery of the
hospital.
Po lice officers are another group of male-dominated professionals that
under-res1 rond to domestic violence issues. The enforcement and justice

systems are not always quick to react to domestic abuse because the majority

of incide

take place in the privacy of the home. society must recognize

domestic buse as a social problem and involve many institutions in assisting
the victim 5 of this crime. social processes do impact the number of women

who rerunl to the abuse situation (Aguirre, 1986 and Home, 1gg4).

If

the

l_5

resources are available, victims are more apt to take advantage of
the services

in orde to make themselves safe.

ECONOMIC FACTORS

As stated earlier, economic dependence deters many women from
having lhe ability to choose to leave their abusive relationships. The economic
i

hold pla]ced on these wives by their husbands reinforces society's view of the
status of women. Women who are unemployed are lacking resources to
enable

them to find work (Bowker, 1983, Davis and Hagen, lgB8, Dutton-Douglas
and
B

Diot,r*,

1991, Gelles,lg77, Hamlin,

lggl, Kosof,

Lgg4,and strube and

arbour 1986). These resources may include skills, education, training, and

da yc are for young children. Others may be forced by their husband to
sray ar

home thgs limiting their own economic stability. In these instances, the

women a re suffenng yet another form of abuse, economic abuse.
Er :onomic abuse

is one of several ways in which a woman can be

abused by her partn8r. Shepard and Pence ( 1988) stated "economic abuse

includes :ehaviors that prevent or threaten the victims ability to achieve or
marntarn economic security" (p.

56). Not only does the fear of economic

dependen cy enable a woman to return, the abuser can and

will

use

it as another

I6

hold

ovlr

the woman. further alienating her (Aguirre, 1986, Shepard and

Pence, 1988. and Turner and Shapiro, l9g6).
L

Ebonomics plays a major part in trapping women in their abusive
I

situationp. This abuse allows the man to be in power due to his financial status

within the farnily and cornmunity. He can use this power in an abusive
i

manner, ihus gaining more control over his partner. In today's society,

economic factors assist many women in making their decision to stay or to
I

leave the relationship.

As in many relationships, one partner holds the power. It may be a
visible P$wer or a silent understanding between the people involved. [n an
I

economic relationship, the person with the most resources also has the most

power. (t b ecause power is rooted in the possession of resources, economic
I

I

self-sufficiency is a critical component in the abiliry of women to control their
own livesi' (Shepard and Pence, 1988, p. 56).
a

onoml

Not only are social resources lacking but financial resources are scarce
I

too, for vibtims of domestic violence. This lack of support causes tremendous
fear in wolnen as they make decisions toward self-sufficiency (DuttonDouglas and Dionne,

l99l

and Kosof, lgg4). Aguirre (1986), Shepard and

l

Pence (19$8), Strube and Barbour (1993), and Turner and Shapiro (1986) have

found the piggest roadblock for wives in their attempt to leave an abusive
I

t1

situatidn is the financial and economic dependence they have in their spouse.
I

In this manner, a woman suffers economic abuse, as well. "Economic abuse
occurslwhen women are denied access to the resources to which they are

legally and morally entitled. Women may be prevented from obtaining rhe
education needed to obtain a decent job or be barred from working even

if they

I

I

are well qualified" (Davis, 1995,

dependency a factor, but

p.7SZ). l.iot only is the fear of economic

it is a way for the abuser to alienate the victim into

staying (Aguirre, 1986 and shepard and pence, lggg).

Economic Depende NCY

,flthough women will not leave abusive relationships due to personal
I

reasons or social factors, the main reason women return to the relationship is

becaus{ of financial dependency (Aguirre, 1986, Bowker, 1983, Davis and
I

Hagen, 1988, Martin, 1978, Shepard and Pence, 1988, Strube and Barbour,
1993, and Turner and Shapiro, 1986). Many women lack the educarion,

experie,i,.*, and skills to obtain employment where they could solely support
themselves and their children.

"All women

need opportunities (financial

assistanbe, jobs training, well-paying jobs, assured child support, and

affordable child care) to become economically self-sufficient..."(Davis, lgg5,

p.786). Unless emotionally ready for the challenge, women will return to the
I

safety o + their home whereby their financial needs
quotes

:

will be met. Hamlin

aputo ( 1988) showin 9 "707o of abused wives remain with their

( l gg l )

l8

or for financial security" (p 404). Financial security traps many

perpe

vrctrms

ith their abuser.
avis and Hagen (1988) stated policies should empower women by

providi
(l

ee3)

motrva
have

jo

financial assistance and job training because, as Strube and Barbour
ncluded, "many battered women lack the education, skills, and
n to obtain employment" (p. 786). For those women fortunate to
and a chance at economic independence, Shepard arrd Pence (1988)

found th t work performance greatly suffers during times of abuse, thus

jeopardi ng a woman's employment position. They may miss work due to
physical injury or emotional trauma and may appear preoccupied on the job.

If this

urs, perforrnance on the job suffers and the woman may be

repn

d or lose her position. This

will lead to further economic

F

ntI

Em
P

low (1981) found that many victims will stay with the abuser roo,

for fear

harassment on the job by the abuser. She stated that women have

been

sed on their

staylng

a shelter. This may be the only way the abuser

job sites by the perpetrator, especially if rhey

are

will have contact

with the ictim. To avoid this and the possibility of losing her job, the victim

will re

to her abuser.

l9

fagelow concludes that if the abuser is unemployed, more women tend
I

to leave because economically they have nothing to lose. However, Strube
and Barbour ( 1984) contradict Pagelow's finding stating that more women
l

will

learle

will

stay if the abuser is unemployed. A wife

if they are employed because of their economic stability
will

and they

sray with her husband to

i

endure tile economic hardship together. In these instances, the personal and

social fagtors play a part

in

whether victims stay or go. Throughout history,

women have been seen as staying at home to raise children while the men go
out to

work- This enhances

the lack of skills women have to hold down

a

job

and to h-4ld them back in advancing in rhe work force.
I

Employability is a factor in determining economic independence.
While m4ny women lack the skills necessary to hold a job, women with
J

young children have added complications. The responsibility for child care
hinders many employment opportunities (Aguirre, 1986 and Strube and
Barbour,

11993). For mothers who have not had their children ip day care

services previously, it can be an emotional setback during this time of crisis.
I

She must fiind a trustworthy and reputable service to care for her children at a

time wh
Iack of

employ

fi

trust is an issue. This must also be done with her limited budget. A
resources may not allow for adequate care of the children and

nt opportunities may be passed by (Davis and Hagen, lggg, shepard

and Pence 1988, and Strube and Barbour, 1993).

l0
en mothers cannot get employment and financial security
establisf ted, they

will either return to their abuser or apply for pubtic

assrstanl le. Society is then affected by this enhanced support of its members

(Sheparr J and Pence, 1988). There are factors contributing to public assistance

applicat: ions that can make it difficult for mother's to apply. First, they need to
have an established household orherwise they may only be eligible for

y assistance. Another complication is their husband's income. If
hous

legal

a

is not established and the woman is legally married with no pending

tion, his income is taken into account. In certain circumstances,

se

this may be enough to make her and her children ineligible for public
assrstan e

(Martin, 1978). Because of welfare reform, qualifications have

begun to tighten and it is more difficulr ro apply for AFDC thus trapping

victims i their situations (Hamlin, lggl).
umma
in (1978) finds "many women are trapped in violent homes
because

their chil

y have no place to go and no means of supporting themselves and

if they were to leave" (p. l tg). Psychological, social, and

economl factors all play a part in whether a wife will stay with her abusive
husband. Based on the resources available to the victim, she will have the

options
Support

choose the best plan for her safety and that of her children's.

m family, friends, and the community can provide further options

l1

and assistance to guide the victim to a sate existence. Although several factors

contribute to women returning to abusive relationships, economic status most
affects the woman's ability to leave.

-,t

III.

METHODOLOGY

is section defines the variables measured in this study and the
techniques used to complete the project. Further, it explains the sample

population, instruments, data collection and the analysis process used in the

final evaluation of the data. This study is an exploratory design finding new
insights into the field of domestic violence (Rubin and Babbie, lgg4,p. 107).

Utilizin$ both quantitative and qualitative methods in analysis, the two
research questions addressed in this study are:
I

what factors contribute to women returning to abusive
relationships? and

2

How does economic status affect the ability of women to leave
abusive relationships

?

Definition of th e Yariables
In research question number one, the independent variables are the

contributing factors. These variables are defined as the reasons or causes of
women qeturning to abusive situations or choose not to end the relationship,

which is the dependent variable.
e dependent variable in research question number two is the ability

of wo

to leave their abusive relationship or pennanently removing herself

from the jrelationship. The independent variable is the economic status of the
woman, which is measured by whether the wornan is employed, has an

-)

_,1

inde

dent soutce of income, or has marketable skills to obtain employment.

The

t of analysis is a social artifact. A questionnaire was completed by key

inform

ts providing individual responses describing their experiences in the

field of domestic violence (Rubin and Babbie, lgg4, p. 1 la).
Sam

on
e technique used to select the subjects for this study was non-

probabi ity, purposive sampling (Rubin and Babbie, lgg4, p.255). Agencies
were

se

ected because they were listed in the 1995-1996 United Way First Call

for Hel book. The researcher chose to use those agencies under the heading
"Abuse Women's Shelters." Thirteen agencies were listed unrJer this heading,
howev
agency

women

, qnly eleven agencies were asked to participate in the project. One
as excluded because, although

children

it provided shelter for homeless

, it did not have specialized senrices

for battered women.

Another agency provided resources for battered women but did not provide
shelter

was therefore excluded.

ithin each agency, the person employed in the position of Residential
Pro

Director was asked to participate as the key informant. The

inclusi

ness

of the sample group was done because the persorr holding this

position has direct contact with the clients, stafl and programming within the
shelter.
servlces

position allows for a broad overview of the shelter's available
the clients who utilize the programs.

'lI
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Instru

n and Pro

ure

n introductory letter (Appendix A) and quesrionnaire (Appendix B )

were s

t to each Residential Program Director. The letter defiined the

purpose

rf the study,

requested their participation, and explained what would

be done ryith the data and final report. The quesrionnaire asked for

demogral phic information describing the participant. The instrurment also
asked for quantitative data regarding the clients served by their agency

in

1995

with rega rd to the number served and the average annual income of that
populati

. Qualitative data was asked through open-ended questions

to be

answere in short narratives (Patton, 1987). The questions focused on the

y felt contributed to victims of abuse returning to the perpetrator and

factors

also desc bed the strengths and weaknesses in their agency's serrvicing and
o
b

C

t

o

lied consent was obtained by the participants when they completed
the questi nnaire and returned it to the researcher. Although the sample was

small, no dentifying information was asked or given on the questionnaire.
the subje

voluntarily provided any identifying information, alrhough not

asked to,

t information is not being reported in this project to uphold the

confiden

ty of all participants.

If

l5

Data

oll

on and

nal

e data collected from the instrument was transferrecl on to a tally

sheet

r analysis based on cornmon themes. The analysis of the data was

done uf iing various measures of central tendency (Rubin and Babbie, lgg4).

The qul mtitative data was analyzed based on percentages and averages to
describl ld the number of women served and housing services utilized. This

techniq ue further allowed for qualitative analysis of common themes and
expenel nces (Patton, 1987) among the views of the subjects relating to the

contribr rting factors of why women return to their abusers.

I )ata are presented in tables, charts, and graphs (see section IV Finding s). Narrative answers are clarified and defined in text.

l6

IV. FINIDIIYGS
I

The first four questions asked in the questionnaire requrired

a

I

quantitative answer regarding the women served in the respondent's agency.
The questionnaire was designed to gather both qualitative and quantitative

data- Hpwever, of the 36Vo who responded to the study, 50To responded
I

quantit4tively and 507a responded qualitatively to rhe first four quesrions.

4.1

TABLE

survey Return and euality of Responses

tl"t"
I

E No Return

EReturned
ECompleted
Etlncomplete
t9-

Heturn Hate

Completion of
Responses

Demogrhphics of Resnondents
The surveys were sent to all residential program directors of the
battered tuomen's shelters Iisted in the First Call for Help. Of the responses
I

l
I

received,l 1007o of the respondents were female. Seventy five percent were
Caucasian, with 25To not answering the question for race/ethnicity. The
average 1S* of the respondents was 47 years old.
I

I

27

Wom

Served
Accordin-e to the responses,

13

I

I women

w om en'ls shelters in the Twin Cities area

received services in battered

in 1995. Five hundred sixty six

women Were served in shelters that provided housing assistance. Of those 566
women' 330 utilized the housing assistance program. This resulted in

5 BTo

of

i
l

the victifns gaining the ability to leave their abusive situations.

TABLE 4.2 Women in Shelters that lltilized Housing Assistance Services
I

in

1995

ElWomen in Shelters

EWomen Used Housing
Assistance

250

i

I

T wenty five percent of the women served were on public assistance
upon entqring the shelter. Twenty five percent of the women had income on
I

the average of $650.00 per month. Fifty percent of the responses stated their
agencies had no information as to women's financial income upon entering

their shel !e r
I

l8
Reasons Wome n Return
lF'conomic status, lack of economic resources, and love were the
main
themesl respondent's reported were reasons women returned to their abusive

relatiorfships. Other responses included hope that the abuser would change,
housing concerns, dependence, low self esteem, lack of resources, and fear of
or threats from the abuser.
hese findings were consistent with the information ga,thered in

II - Literature Review. The responses were also common among

Section

the

key informants without much deviation from universal themes. This allowed

for

onal congruence in the analysis of the data.
n given a list of factors to choose from, subjects were consistent

with thf above themes as to why women return to abusive relationships. Fifty
eight percent of the responses stated a lack of economic resources was the
most critical factor in women returning to abusive relationships. Thirty four
percent ;tated love was a major factor for staying. Low self-esteem had an
I

8?o rattng based on the responses. Overall, the economic status of the woman

had the rnost impact on them in remaining in the relationship.

l9

Table

4-3 Factors Contributing to Women Returning to Abusive

Relationships

Self Esteem
8%

Services for Batte red Women

Two themes were apparent for adequate programming within agencies,
support groups and providing access to resources. The support groups
centered around topics of discussion on victims feelings toward their abuser,

self esteem issues, and economic dependence issues.
Agencies also provide resources or access to outside resources such

transitional housing, housing assistance, and medical and psychological
services in order to furnish women with improved services and alternative

choices. Despite those efforts, lSVo of women in shelters in 1995 were

as

30

reported to have been sheltered more than once during the year in the same
f

acili ty.
L

lTh e

re il EC t

o1n

questionnaire also provided an opportunity for the subjects to

services within their agencies that could be irnproved in order to

reduce tfre recidivism rate of clients served. Were there areas that could be
enhanced to better service battered women? The main topic stated that
shelters

improve on providing improved services focusing on financial

resourc

and access to those resources.

Along this general theme, 25Vo of the respondents also stated that their
agency

better educate and train the staff in areas of economic resources

availabl to their clients. And, 50To commented that housing resources and
access to them could improve within their agency to enhance overall servicing.

Summarv

Al though several factors were addressed in the responses to the
questt
depende

aire, economic issues appeared to be the central theme. Economic
was stated as a major contributor as to why women remain in

abusive relationships. Economics was also the main focus of improved

servicing
validates

eeds within agencies. Overall, the literature reviewed in Section

data collected and rhe resulting tindings of this project.

II
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V. DISCUSSIOI\ AI{D IMPLICATIOI{S
:ople appear unwilling to openry discuss the issues of domestic
violen

This was f,ound to be unforrunate in that the people asked to

pafirclpa re in the study are those working most closely with the population
being stu died. It was this researchers hope that there would have been more
rnterest p ortrayed from the key informants. With a lack of interest
from the

program directors of shelters to participate in research based on agency
servlces i tnd resources available for battered women, it

will be difficult to

lmprove rolicy, programming, and services for their clientele. participation
in
proJects

uch as this can only enhance the quality of service provided to

female v ctims

of domestic abuse.

An t assumption was made prior to the study which was confirmed after

recelvlng the demographic information on the respondents.

All

respondents

were femi tle. Because of the 367o return rate, there is still a probability
that a
male coul C have responded, although very unlikely. It would be inreresting to
note

if

the re would be any differences between male and female responses to

the quali tive questions. However, few shelters,

direct

se

ice roles.

if any, employ

males in

11
_'!

Contri

ti

Factors

One of the major contributing factors to women remaining with their
abuser

i[ their love for their partner (Aguirre, 1986, Carpenter,

1985, and

Kosof. 1994). This was a common reason given by respondents for women
returning to their partner. Although support groups address certain aspects of
the victilm's feelings toward the abuser, the feelings of love a wife has toward
her husband are tough bonds to break (Carpenter, l9B5). These feelings may

not be easily changed and

if the wife has these feelings

and this is the reason

she retunns to the abuser, support groups and access to resources
her.

s is a personal decision based on personal

will not help

feelings. Although the

literature states the children's impact on whether the woman will stay or leave
her part4*.,children were not mentioned as a factor in any respondent's
commen[s or answers on the questionnaire.

If a victim

seeks help in a shelter and is emotionally ready to make rhe

break fr$m the marriage or partnership, providing access to resources

will

allow her to get out of the relationship (Aguirre, 1985, Berk, Newton, and
Berk, l9 6, Bowker, 1983, and Davis and Hagen, 1988). The data suggesr
many of the women come in to shelters with little or no individual financial

status. Spveral are on public assistance upon entering the shelter and many
l

more will end up temporarily on assistance when they leave the shelter. It was

somewhlt ironic that the majority of the respondents stated economic reasons
I

,1

being a major factor in battered women's lives however, their agency did nor
have a{.quute documentation to support their comments. Fifty percent of the
l

agencl e s reported not having income reports on their clientele.
l

An observation could be made at this point that if the Deaprtment of
Correc ons, as the funding source to battered women's shelters, mandated
more complete information to be obtained on the clients at intake, needs
assessn[ents could be performed based on these intake records. Further,
I

evaluations of agency services could be done on exit interview information.
Based on the assessments, it could suggest programming needs or changes to
L

sufficie[r tly work with clients.
I

I

Services fo r Battered Women

Sh

One hundred percent of the respondents claimed to provide support
groups

access to resources as common, adequate services within their

agency. Only 50To of the shelters provided housing assistance to its clients.

Of thosd shelters providing this resource, 58Vo of the clients utilized the
service. That percentage of victims has taken the first step toward selfsufficie

y and terminating their abusive relationship.
ugh networking, shelters can give clients access to many of the

services they need

if unavailable in the shelter. Lack of resources from within

agenc les is due in large part to a lack of funding and economic support of the

.l

agenc req . There is great potential and growth in the area of domestic abuse

_1

-r

services (Bowker, 1983. Davis, 1995. and United Nations.

lg8g). As sociery

I

i

becomes rnore aware of the issues facing these victims, a rnore radical
change

in services will follow.
Polic

d

Needs

According to Davis and Hagen (1988), "what is missing is an analysis

of the putflic policy response to spouse abuse, especially regarding the social
service needs of battered women" (p. 649). Improved policies and

programrling in the area of financial resources to victims of domestic abuse
appear to be a necessity. According to the people who work with these women

on a dailv basis, financial situations cause women to stay with their abusers
and a lacklof financial resources trap them in these relationships.

Dar[is and Hagen (1988) discuss the Family Violence Prevention and

Service, RI.t of 1984. This act sets the foundation for facilities and agencies
I

l

to provide services for women and their children coming from a battering

situation.

ilo*erer, Davis and Hagen (1988) point out rhe downfall of the
I

program.

tf,*

act lists the services to be provided in an emergency or crisis

situation. The services provide short term support. Studies show that there are
long term alffects of wife abuse that must be addressed in terms of long term
financial stability and psychological supporr (Hamlin, 1991, Davis and Hagen,
I

1988, Shepfird, 1991, and Turner and Shapiro, 19g6).

-l
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Agencies need to provide services to meet both short and long terrn

affects- Financial assistance is a major need. Strube and Barbour ( 1993)
found nluny women lack the education and skills to be gainfully employed.

To incldde resources to enhance a woman's educational status as well

as

training for employment, will increase her long term benefits gf ending her
abuse

(dguirre, 1986, Shepard and Pence, 1988). policies and programs

should e[nRower women through financial and educational assi,stance
in order

to lead

stable and successful life apart from her abusive partner. These

al

services should allow a woman options--to have the power to choose
whether

to stay

leave the relationship.

LIMITATIOI{S
itations occurred throughout this study that may have affected the
outcome
were

The sample, although purposive, was quite small and the findings

diffi cult to generalize to other areas outside the Twin cities

Because

ff

area.

tne sample size, it was not feasible to obtain a high return rate that

l

adequatelly represented the battered women's shelters listed in the First
Call

for Help.
feasibility of this study on the onset appeared quite good. There
was only ne researcher gathering the data so the interpretation was left
to

one's disCretion and remained uniform throughout the entire process.

36

Limi

o s

in Instru

tation

The qualitative questions of the instrument used the jargon of the field

of dom]estic violence so there was not much opportunity for misunderstanding
the tenhs on the questionnaire. However, a validiry issue may arise in the
misinte,rpretation of a question that would lead to an erToneous answer. There
l

was no lpersonal contact with the key informants so no specific explanations
on how to complete the questionnaire nor definitions of terms were given.
I

Limitations in Analvsis
There were both qualitative and quantitative analysis of the results.

However, a validity concern was noted earlier in the Findings Section in that
I

only 50Vo of the respondents returned quantitative answers that could be
evaluat{a fo. purposes of this study.
I

Th* qualitative findings implied a need for change. It should be nored
that this study was only based on shelters in the metropolitan area and may not
be inclu$ire of rural areas in comparison to the urban economic situations.

LICATIOIT{S IN SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE

There are very few,

if any graduate

level social workers employed by

i

battered women's shelters in the Twin Cities area (personal communication).

I

-\l

It could be advantageous to these agencies to employ social workers with

the

skills u[rd knowledge to advocate for victims of domestic abuse within the
shelter land public at large. Bringing in skills to design programs and
advocare

at a policy level. would greatly benefit this population.

It has been reported by the key informants of this study that
rmprov

ts in programming focusing on financial services is needed. A

social uf'orker with the expertise in program development could conduct the
necessary needs assessments and work with the agency and clientele to design
a progrdm to benefit the client and enhance the agency's services. Social
I

worker$, too, with the skills in group work, networking, and evaluation could

benefit {he agency in overall effectiveness and efficiency in services.

Pol

Irnnlica tions
On a broader scale, social workers can advocate for the agency and its
i

l

cliente ler in developing policy for the benetit of victims of domestic abuse.
Social workers can work toward educating the public and acknowledging
differenCes in values surrounding the issues of domestic violence in hopes of
I

altering lhe attitudes of society. By informing communities of the issues of
abuse, vllues toward help and assistance to this population may increase. As

38

this h{fpens, policy reform

will

occur and possibly move toward a betterment

in services for the victims, as well as the perpetrators.

su*,rlr.n
--_T_-L

Overall, the goals of social work practice are empowering our clients
towarad self-sufficiency and self-determination, provide quality service

within

I

the eth[cal boundaries of practice, educating the public, and providing
numerqus options and choices to our clients. We need to direct shelter
I

.t

servlceP toward client participation and optimal choices. "Empowerrnent
is a

process through which those who have been oppressed learn to know
their
strengt$ and recognize themselves as experts about their own lives" (Reinelt,
I

lgg4,p- 688) Social work strategies will give the client a much needed sense
of pow$r and control over her own life.
I

-j9

vt
I

RECOMMEI\,IDATIOI{S

A

I{D COT{CLUS IOF{

The outcomes of this study indicate a need for improved servicing in
rh e area
]of financial assistance and resources

researchbr

for battered women. The

will attempt to provide some insight in this section

to improve

future stpdies and projects along the area of domestic violence.
I

I

Future Studies
Tlris researcher recommends that on future studies it would be more
beneficidl to gather data through interviews or personal contact rather than
relying on informants to respond. Because of the private nature of the issues
surrounding domestic violence, it appears few people are willing to openly
I

discuss this topic. It is a suggestion to exhaust all options in data collection

before cohducting another study using only a questionnaire to key informants.
TQ narrow the focus of the future studies and the affects of economics

on domestic abuse situations, individual variables such as self esteem,
I

houstng, 0r access to resources could be compared to economic variables.

This stud indicates economics plays a rnajor role in women returning to
abusive si
com

ations, however, it does not suggest to what extent and in
n to other specific factors.

+0

Futu

Pro
e information gathered in this study can be used within shelter

agencie

to enhance programming. Based on the findings, program

develop

ent could occur in areas where respondents noted improvement was

needed, namely in financial and economic resources and programming.

licy makers could utilize this data too, in making and reforming
social pt rlicy. Policy could focus on a number of areas such as punishment and

p*nutri.l ; for perpetrators as well as improved services and economic resources
for victir ns.

It would be recommended that battered women's shelters network and
form coa litions in order to combine efforts to expand services and resources

for the

omen served. The coalitions could strengthen access to services and

allow the growth of availability to the resources as well. A more in-depth
needs ass essment would allow for specific advancements in program and

policy de velopment.

COI{CLUSIOh[
purpose of this study was to explore factors that contributed to

women

to their abusive situation. The study idenrified the major

factors as economic dependence, a lack of resources to enable the victim to

-il

leave the situation. and the wife lovin-E her husband and hoping his behaviors

will

ange"

Based on the responses trom agency personnel, support groups and
I

providing access to resources are the strengths in programming of battered
wom$n's shelters. However, progress could be made in affording battered
womfln access to financial resources as well as housing alternatives.
1

Literature in this tield supports the conclusions of this study. The

Iiteratpre confirms that the major cause of victims remaining in abusive
I

relatiqnships is due to their economic situations (Aguirre, 1985, Bowker, 19g3,
Davisland Hagen, 1983 and Strube and Barbour, 1993). Ir isn't feasible from
I

this study to determine the extent economics plays in domestic violence
relationships because data on the financial status of individual clients was not

collecred. More information is necessary on clients financial situation to base
I

the extrent and affect of economics on individual circumstances.
lThe research indicates a definite need for more programs and resources

availadle to women to help them escape the on-going abuse. Studies have
shown

leconomics plays a major part in trapping these women in their abuse.

The abuse can be economically based, whereby the man is in power due to his
I

financial status in the family and community. He can use this power in an
-J

abusivq situation, thus getting more power over his
I

a

wife. Economics

also

.+3

APPENDTX A

Marchl

30,

r-996

D=ar Resroen[ra]- Program

Drrector:

You u]t= l-nvrted to parErcipate in a s[udy of factors Ehar

af f ecr*

the abil rty of

women

to leave abusive relationshaps

.

You were selected as a particrpanE because of your position
of employment in an agency that provides servlces Eo
batte ed lrJomen
.

I

tudy 1s being conducLed by me for m)' Masters thesis in
Socia 1 work at Augsburg coLlege. The purpose of thrs sLudy
1s to look at reasons why women remain in relationshrps

Thr s

where

they are being physica111,, emotionally, or

I

psych o logicalIy abused. r am inquiring into factors
reJ at ng Eo domestic violence and suggest areas where
additronal programs and services may be needed.
0-

If yoil agree to particrpate 1n this study, I would
appreclate it :-f you woul-d complete Ehe enclosed
questlonnaire and return rE to me in the enclosed envelope
b), Apfrl 15, 1995. The questlonnaire should. take
approf rmately 15 * 2 0 mi-nutes to complete . The records of
this study wil1 be kept conf idential and all data w111 be
destroyed JuIy 31 , 1,997 . I wi 11 not i-nclude any inf ormat ion
that ugrll make rt possible to identrfy you. Your decisron
whethqr or not to partrcrpate wrll not affect your current
or f ut,ure reLations wrth your agency or Augsburg Col1ege.
You may omrt answering any question and still participate in
t he s{udy
i

.

I

Your feedback is imporcant as you work first-hand with
vrct rms of domest ic vr-ol. ence . The resul- ts of this study
will be reported in my thesis and may provide insrght rnto
areas lwhere programming could better serve these victims and
empowdr them to leave their abusive sit.uations. Should you
wish to receive a copy of the frndings, please contact me by
phone aften May 15, 1995.
If yoll have any guestions or are rnterested in the study,s
resulCs, you may contact me at (phone #) or my acvisor,
Blanca-Rosa Egas, MD, MpH at (phbne #)
.

Thank you .

Kim Hcilleschau
MSW SludenE

Augsbulrg College
IRB epbroval #95 - s0 - 2
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APPENDIX B

Contributing Factors for Battered Women Returning to Abusive
Relationships in the Twin cities Area in lggs

i

OUESTIONNAIRE
Please answerlthe follotoilg questions as thev p*.t"i"
to your agency and the women
served from J{nuary l, 19gs through December 3I, 1995.
I

*
i(

How many women received services?

wh at was

L

the average income of the clients served?

(Please indicate

*

How man y
housing?

pf

these women were assisted

if annual or monrhly)

in finding new or alternative

+ How many women were sheltered more
than one time durin g the year
agency?

at your

Based on your
lxperience' what do you feel are the most important reasons women
return to abusiye relationships?

Please circle trrl S most critical factors you feel are reasons why women
return to
their abusive siduations.
Low self-esteem

Love the partner

Caught in cycle
of violence

Lack of resources

Roles of women
in society

Social status

Employment/skills
training

Economic dependence

Financial status

+-i

Question naire Page 2

Which factor above do .vou feel programming in your
agency adequately serves the
clients? Why?

which factor above do you feel could be improved to better
serve clients in your
agency? Why?

Demographic Information on Respondent:

Sex: Male
Female

Asc

Race/Ethnicity_

.+6
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